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Chromotherapy; Healing through color
N.1 “In the name of our fathers”   

Vk Lillie’s 2017/18 collection explores the idea of experience & healing through 
color. N. 1 is in dedication to her father and healing the men/fathers of the planet. 
The history of chromotherapy, or color medicine, is as old as that of any other 
known medicine. 

This collection is made from raw transparent leather painted and colored with 
natural dye collected while traveling in Morocco & Mexico over the course of several 
years.

Vk Lillie presents the chrome collection with an artists Dinner;

Inviting 13 artists; this dinner celebrates an artist’s perspective of color through 
food.

The dinner is served on a round table - the center of the table is the main stage of 
the installation of Vk Lillie’s Chrome collection. Using metal sculptures to hold the 
“necklaces” creating chandeliers, the transparent vividly colored leather is lit by can-
dle light. 

The table is set with vintage metallic plates made from silver, copper and brass 
collected in Morocco. Laid OVER all of the plates is a light canvas table cloth with 
the name of each artist hand stitched next to their plate. The menu is made from 
food elements that are know to stain/ dye fabric and served in courses that grow in 
color intensity. Beginning with the Root chakra red and ending at the crown chakra 
purple. Each artist serves themselves allowing them to “paint” their meal. Natural 
silverware made of wood and/ or shell with the encouragement to use ones hands. 

During each course of the meal the sound, light and color of the room changes, 
based on the color being served. Experimenting with the effect sound & color can 
have while eating, emotions and reactions. A living experiment & performance. The 
energy of this very intimate dinner will be collected by the crystals used in the Vk 
Lillie collection at the center of the table. Focusing strong intension through the 
crystals and into the world. 

The invited are asked to dress in their favorite monochrome color. 



Chandeliers grow in height based on the color and its corresponding chakra.



Guest List

The Guests of the dinner are a mix of “Artists” from the Gallery and “Artists” 
chosen by the designer, chef & production. 

Press event will be open to a very fine selection of press, buyers and supporters. 

Technical information

Filmed discreetly from above;

Each guest is interviewed by Bianca O’Brien before and after the dinner.

Metal Sculpture created by French based artist Pierre Philix, aka as Spek. 
Spek began by producing and performing electro music. Attirance (attraction) with  solid 
matter came later, around his thirties. Then shapes and forms came as naturally as sound 
and thoughts. Syncopes , straight, asymmetrical but balanced like in nature likely worked 
into architectural, jewels, sculpture, furniture projects.

French based Chief Anastasia Finders creates a unique “color” menu inspired by the col-
lection and her interest in the “spirit” of food. 

Sound artist Egon Elliut collaborates with a sound track corresponding with the vibrations 
of color relating to sound & is played live at the dinner. 

Production & Set design; Pandora Graessl - Graessl Studio
Co-produced; Hammalcaide

Gem & Bolt; Damiana infused Mezcal - Demiana is a very powerful herb used as an anti 
depressant & for positive mood enhancement.  

Silk dresses
Awave Awake; Natural died Silk. 

The SET; collection, dinning cloth, film & soundtrack are shown the following days for a very 
intimate press & cocktail viewing.  Enabling people to witness the “happening”.

Film view 







Chromotherapy and Chakra charts and information 



About Vk Lillie;
 
Vk Lillie is a mother daughter collaboration; Vanessa is the inspiration and Kira is 
the creator. 

Vk Lillie Launched in Brown’s London during the winter of 2010 and presented to 
the rest of the world during Paris fashion week in 2011. 

After working 10 years in the Fashion industry as a photographer, Kira felt  
a desire to make a shift and launch a brand inspired by her mother,  
Vanessa and her passion for healing people and honouring the planet we live on. 

Vk Lillie launched with their unique interpretation of the medicine bag,  
an ancient object used to carry personal objects of meaning and  
or medicine of that time (herbs, stones etc).  Bridging the worlds of healing, art & 
Fashion into Luxury. 

Vk Lillie intends to bring meaning and intention into everyone’s life, daily.  
With the ultimate dream to help people help themselves. 

-The Lillie bloodline carries generations of healers -

Vanessa Lillie
Born in Boulder, Colorado, Vanessa became 
immersed in Native American culture and 
spirituality at the early age of 16. She was 
profoundly impressed by its philosophy which 
understands the importance of respecting and 
honoring the Earth as the universal Mother, and all 
creatures and beings as equals. Vanessa also finds 
strength and support from what the Native 
Americans call the “Great Spirit,” the creator of all 
things. With her knowledge of beading, which was 
passed down from Kira’s grandmother, Vanessa 
began to mix her passion for bead work with an 
old Native American tradition, creating her own 
interpretation of the “medicine bag” which she 
passed on to her daughter Kira. Vanessa wears 
her medicine bag, which she fills with meaningful 
object and healing stones, interchanging them 
according to the challenge in her life at hand. 
Vanessa has dedicated her life to healing and 
teaching, with profound knowledge in Acupressure, 
Reiki, and Yoga. She now resides in Thermopolis, 
Wyoming where she works as a healer in her 
studio “Wind River — Massage Therapy and 
Healing Arts” and continues to make medicine 
bags for her Community.

Kira Lillie
Born in Boulder, Colorado and raised in Santa 
Cruz, California, Kira inherited her knowledge 
of the Native American culture and spirituality 
from her mother Vanessa. Kira grew up with 
her mother’s creativity and passion for bead 
work and remembers sitting beside her 
learning and acquiring the skills necessary to 
create these small, intricate medicine bags. 

After years spent in Milan, Paris, and NY 
working in the fashion industry as a 
photographer, Kira decided to create Vk Lillie, 
bridging an ancient tradition filled with meaning 
and intention to the world of Luxury.  Kira 
believes these little creations can help make a 
meaningful difference in everyone’s life, not 
only aesthetically but also spiritually.



Vk Lillie Medicine bags
 

“I wear it everyday to the degree I will go back home to put it on”   
Cristina Ehrlich / stylist
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Vk Lillie 
Vanessa Lillie & Kira Lilllie 
www.vklillie.com

Metal Sculptures in collaboration with Pierre Philix, aka Spek;
spektroll@gmail.com

Food in Collaboration with Chef Anastasia Finders
anastasiafinders@gmail.com

Sound in Collaboration with Egon Elliut 
egonelliut@gmail.com

Set in Collaboration with & production by Pandora Graessl
Graessl Studio 
www.graesslstudio.com

Co-produced by Marcelo Alcaide and Yasmina Hammal
Hammalcaide 
www.hammalcaide.org

Dresses by Awave Awake 
www.awaveawake.com
 
Tonic and drinks by Gem & Bolt 
www.gemandbolt.com


